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A. Introduction

Some 40 years into the ‘modern’ environmental era, how much closer is humankind to an ecologically and socially sustainable relationship with its environment, and what role can environmental law, in all its various forms, play in securing such a relationship? These are the central questions addressed by this book. The answer to the first question remains sobering despite several decades of efforts at environmental regulation. There have been notable successes, especially in the advanced industrialised countries, but in the past five decades environmental change has been more rapid than at any other time.1 Virtually all of Earth’s ecosystems have been significantly transformed through human actions, causing widespread degradation of ecosystem services.2 Far from improving since the 1992 Rio Earth Summit made ‘sustainable development’ the centrepiece of international and domestic environmental policy, most indicators of environmental quality have continued to deteriorate in most parts of the world.3 As the governments assembled at the ‘Rio+10’ conference in Johannesburg recognised:

The global environment continues to suffer. Loss of biodiversity continues, fish stocks continue to be depleted, desertification claims more and more fertile land, the adverse effects of climate change are already evident, natural disasters are more frequent and more devastating, and developing countries more
vulnerable, and air, water and marine pollution continue to rob millions of a decent life.\textsuperscript{4}

Even in Western Europe, often considered to have the most sophisticated environmental laws, 'state of the environment' reports document little improvement in regional environmental quality.\textsuperscript{5} As China, India and other large developing economies expand further and modernise, the planet will surely be placed under even greater ecological stress. The result of all this, as the board of the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment warned recently, is that 'human activity is putting such strain on the natural functions of Earth that the ability of the planet’s ecosystems to sustain future generations can no longer be taken for granted'.\textsuperscript{6}

What role has environmental law played in relation to these sobering trends, and what role might it play in reversing them? This is much more difficult to answer, and the goal of this volume is more to stimulate critical reflection on this question than to provide definitive answers. Law—understood in the conventional sense of official state law—has come to be widely accepted as a central vehicle for environmental protection, because of its ability to create authoritative standards and decision-making procedures for land use planning, pollution control and nature conservation, among many other elements of modern environmental governance. Yet debate rages over the existing and future contributions of law to sustainability, including the choice of legal instruments (eg Abbot, chapter 3, Driesen, chapter 9), the design of legal institutions (eg Dovers and Connor, chapter 2), the appropriate ethical foundations for environmental law (eg Bosselman, chapter 5), the role for public deliberation in law-making (eg Razzaque and Richardson, chapter 6), the relation between environmental protection and indigenous and other human rights (eg Richardson and Craig, chapter 7), the appropriate legal response to pervasive uncertainty and risk (eg Fisher, chapter 4), the choice of targets for legal intervention (eg Richardson, chapter 10), the prospects for environmental law in developing countries (eg Richardson, Mgbeoji and Botchway, chapter 13), and the role of various forms of legal ordering ‘beyond’ state law, from international law to corporate voluntary initiatives (eg Ellis and Wood, chapter 11, Perez, chapter 12, Wood, chapter 8).

\textsuperscript{4} Johannesburg Declaration on Sustainable Development (2002), UN Doc A/CONF.199/20, at 1, para 13.
\textsuperscript{5} See the reports of the European Environment Agency at www.eea.eu.int.
\textsuperscript{6} Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, \textit{Living Beyond Our Means: Natural Assets and Human Well-Being (Statement from the Board)} (pre-publication draft, Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, 2003) 2.
B. The Continuing Chronicle of Environmental Law

While ‘modern’ environmental law has its immediate origins in nineteenth century legislation\(^7\) and antecedents in antiquity,\(^8\) the so-called ‘modern era’ of environmental law dates from the 1960s, when a liberal political climate in Western nations, coupled with changing economic conditions and improved scientific understanding of humanity’s ecological impacts, created the conditions for heightened public awareness and willingness to speak out about environmental deterioration. During the early 1960s the first signs of widespread concern emerged in the wake of the best-sellers *Silent Spring* (1962) by Rachel Carson\(^9\) and *The Quiet Crisis* (1963)\(^10\) by US Secretary of the Interior, Stewart Udall. They challenged the notion that maximisation of economic benefits to industry and commerce equated unequivocally with the social good.

Throughout the industrialised world a new model of environmental law emerged, entailing the creation of detailed pollution and planning statutes and new specialist agencies equipped with wide-ranging controls on the economy.\(^11\) In the US, the Nixon administration founded the Environmental Protection Agency in 1970 to administer the National Environmental Policy Act 1969. In Europe, for instance, the Netherlands established a Department for Public Health and Environmental Hygiene in 1971, and in West Germany a Federal Environmental Agency and the Council of Environmental Advisors were established as a bridge towards a new administrative system for environmental policy.\(^12\) These initiatives were often complemented by medium-specific pollution control legislation, following the precedents of the Water Pollution Control Act 1948\(^13\) (in the US) or

\(^7\) The UK was the first industrialising nation to introduce public environmental regulation, in the form of sanitation and town planning statutes in the mid-19th century: D Hughes, *Environmental Law* (Butterworths, 1996) ch 1. Other industrialising countries followed later: DAR Williams (ed), *Environmental and Resource Management Law* (Butterworths, 1997) 10–11. The trend was not restricted to the industrialising world. Practically all of India’s forests, eg, were governed by forest management legislation by 1900: N Desai, ‘Sustainable Development: A Brief Introduction’ (2003) 15 *Georgetown International Environmental L Rev* 812, 813.

\(^8\) Eg *Case Concerning the Gabčíkovo-Nagymaros Dam (Hungary v Slovakia)* [1997] ICJ Rep 7 (separate opinion of Weeramantry J).


\(^12\) D Wallace, *Environmental Policy and Industrial Innovation. Strategies in Europe, the USA and Japan* (Earthscan, 1995) 63–4.

\(^13\) Ch 758, 62 Stat 1155 (1948), codified as amended in various sections of 33 USC.


19 Bell and McGillivray, above n 14, 177–89 (discussing the nature of environmental regulation from a UK perspective).
This growing edifice of command regulation was accompanied in many jurisdictions by state ownership of natural resources and nationalisation of—or at least a leading role for state enterprises in—some of the most environmentally harmful industry sectors such as energy, oil and gas and transportation. The implication for environmental regulation was that in such jurisdictions some forms of resource exploitation and pollution were within states’ direct control rather than in the hands of third parties that the state would regulate at a distance. In general, the ‘command’ model of regulation was extended only partially, if at all, into these state-controlled economic domains.

This model of environmental governance came under pressure even before it was fully developed in the industrialised democracies. While pressures came from many directions throughout the 1980s and 1990s, three developments were particularly influential: a reconfiguration of the state in the governance of society and economy, a change in the character of the environmental crisis, and the emergence of a global consensus around an agenda for corporate social responsibility.

First, the 1980s and 1990s witnessed widespread reconsideration and reconfiguration of the role of the state in the regulation of business, society and environment. Since the late 1970s the ‘command’ model of regulation has come under sustained attack, as Abbot (chapter 3) and Driesen (chapter 9) indicate. The assumption that law can transform society for the better by intervening directly and authoritatively in the substance of social relations was questioned on both empirical and normative grounds. Many commentators began to argue that command environmental regulation, whatever its early successes, had become too cumbersome, costly and rigid, and was nearing the limits of its technical capacity. Some warned that it was at risk of ‘break[ing] down under its own weight’. Others warned that the proliferation of detailed legal regimes was leading to the ‘juridification’ of social spheres—a sort of socio-political sclerosis in which the state threatened to overwhelm the social relations it purported to regulate. Yet others pointed to the new dynamics of globalisation, arguing that contemporary global transformations—from global financial markets and production networks to global environmental change—increasingly escape or overwhelm the regulatory capacity of territorially bounded nation states.

20 In many developing countries, this ‘nationalisation’ model of resource management was adopted without the corresponding edifice of command regulation or the redistributive institutions of the welfare state. See Richardson, Mgbioji and Botchway, ch 13, this vol.
22 Orts, above n 18, 1241.
The idea of the ‘limits of law’, which had been around since Plato’s time, was vigorously reasserted by commentators from various locations on the political spectrum. Analysts on the left argued that the ability of the liberal-democratic state to regulate economic activity is constrained by the requirements of the capitalist market economy. The state is caught between demands to intervene and restrict the mechanism of capitalist accumulation in order to contain its social and environmental impacts, and the imperative to allow these mechanisms to operate relatively freely to produce the economic goods considered necessary to satisfy social welfare. From a somewhat different perspective, critical legal scholars argued that the seeming neutrality of the rule of law reinforced existing power relations at the expense of vulnerable groups in society. They also demonstrated the indeterminacy of law, associated with the rise of the regulatory state and the enhanced reliance on discretionary administrative powers. Finally, as Abbot notes (chapter 3), scholars of ‘reflexive law’, drawing on critical traditions in Continental social theory, argued for a new form of law which, rather than dictating the details of regulated behaviour, would stimulate self-reflection and self-correction by regulated actors in line with regulators’ goals.

During the same period, but with more political success, neoconservatives launched a withering attack on the interventionist state from the perspective of both individual liberty and the superiority of free markets, enlisting neoclassical economics to argue that command regulation and the welfare state were inefficient, anti-innovative and ineffective. Public choice and market liberalist theorists asserted the case of ‘government failure’, attacking the growth of bureaucracy and distortion of public policy by rent-seeking interest groups, and the consequential losses for the economy.

In this critical atmosphere, substantial changes were made to existing regimes for environmental regulation. Early neoconservative political successes in the US and Western Europe gave rise to a ‘regulatory reform’ agenda that was soon picked up and championed by the OECD and later the World Bank, the latter in the form

---

29 See generally RM Unger, Law in Modern Society: Towards A Criticism of Social Theory (Free Press, 1976).
31 Teubner, above n 17, 254–6; Orts, above n 18; G Teubner, L Farmer and D Murphy (eds), Environmental Law and Ecological Responsibility (John Wiley, 1994).
32 For the principal economic arguments see Abbot, ch 3, and Driesen, ch 9, both this vol.
of ‘good governance’ prescriptions for developing countries. In the hands of neoconservative governments such as those of Reagan and Thatcher, ‘regulatory reform’ appeared to consist mainly of deregulation and government downsizing. But deregulation was often accompanied by a growth of new regulation, as governments shifted from public ownership and direct service provision to arm’s-length regulation of the provision of services by others in markets created by the retreating state. The paradoxical result was that the rise of neoconservatism, with its deregulatory rhetoric, was in practice accompanied by substantial increases in the number of regulatory agencies, the volume of official regulation and the domains of activity subject to official regulation.

By the early 1990s, the debate over deregulation had been largely superseded by an agenda for ‘responsive’ or ‘smart’ regulation. This was presented as a more nuanced alternative to the excesses of neoconservatism, which would see the state employ a sophisticated menu of regulatory instruments to ‘steer’ rather than ‘row’ the ship of state. Social democratic political parties recouped much of the ground they had lost to neoconservatism in the 1970s and 1980s by building their political platforms around this new version of the regulatory reform agenda, most notably in Germany (Schroeder’s Social Democrats), the UK (Blair’s New Labour) and the US (Clinton’s Democrats). Under banners such as ‘government reinvention’, centrist governments throughout the industrialised world presided over a transformation of environmental regulation that was often more radical than that effected by neoconservative governments.

Several key themes characterise this contemporary transformation of environmental regulation. First, state regulation is increasingly concerned with setting overall directions, goals and environmental performance requirements, leaving details of implementation to be sorted out through inter alia co-regulation, negotiated agreements, and informed consumer choice. Secondly, governments increasingly employ private sector managerial methods and entrepreneurial ethics, and use markets and competition in the provision of public services. Thirdly, there has been a substantial move toward public transparency and


37 Eg US White House, Reinventing Environmental Regulation (USGPO, 1995); T Blair, New Britain (Fourth Estate, 1996); A Giddens, The Third Way and its Critics (Polity, 2000).

38 Eg K McLaughlin, SP Osborne and E Ferlie, New Public Management: Current Trends and Future Prospects (Routledge, 2002).
accountability since the late 1980s. With respect to private sector polluters this is evidenced, for example, by the proliferation of mandatory ‘right to know’ pollution disclosure regimes and voluntary corporate environmental reports (see Abbot, chapter 3, and Wood, chapter 8). In the public sector, as Richardson and Razzaque (chapter 6) relate, it is seen in the creation of increasingly robust mechanisms for public disclosure and participation (eg environmental impact assessment processes, environmental bills of rights), as well as an increase in citizen enforcement of environmental laws against governments themselves. Respect for human rights is a fourth theme in the contemporary transformation of environmental law. More attention began to be given to the rights and interests of minorities affected by development decisions, notably indigenous peoples (see Richardson and Craig, chapter 7).

Finally, the contemporary period is marked by experimentation with a more sophisticated mix of regulatory tools that seek to enlist, to the greatest extent possible, non-state actors and resources in the task of environmental regulation. This includes experimentation with economic instruments such as taxes and tradable entitlements (Driesen, chapter 9), and voluntary instruments (Wood, chapter 8). It also involves a new emphasis on ‘meta-regulation’, including state regulation of industry self-regulation, private actors’ regulation of state activity, the state’s regulation of its own regulation (eg regulatory impact analysis, creation of auditors-general), and international regulation of national regulation. There is also increasingly a focus on new targets of regulation including ‘gatekeepers’ such as financial institutions and third-party-certification bodies (eg Richardson, chapter 10), along with an increasing reliance on information-based instruments, the public purse and capacity-building instead of formal legal authority.

The second major source of pressure on the ‘conventional’ model of environmental governance prevailing in the industrialised democracies in the 1970s and 1980s was a transformation in the character of the environmental crisis facing contemporary society, or at least a transformation in the way this crisis was perceived. The environmental problems that commanded political attention in the industrialised democracies and in global environmental policy circles changed in important ways during this period, as problems such as acid rain, ozone depletion, climate change, persistent toxic substances and hormone-disrupting chemicals came to the front of...
the political agenda. In the earlier period the most prominent environmental problems were immediately accessible to sensory perception and common sense: belching smokestacks, effluent-filled waterways, dead fish and birds, smog, oil spills, etc. Many of them involved easily identified stationary sources and could be dealt with through simple end-of-pipe controls. Now, however, many of the most prominent environmental problems are more or less invisible, involve insidious processes that are not directly accessible to the senses and are the cumulative products of the activities of innumerable, highly dispersed, often mobile actors, most of which are operating within existing legal pollution limits. Causal relationships are often unclear, and causes and effects are often separated across substantial spans of space or time, as Ellis and Wood (chapter 11) point out.

The new forms of ecological degradation differ from those faced by regulators in the 1960s and 1970s in several ways: they entail greater reliance on scientific expertise; the consequences of some problems, notably climate change, are latent and highly uncertain; and many problems are transnational or global in scale. In turn, many ecological dilemmas such as greenhouse gas emissions can only be effectively addressed, not through end-of-pipe solutions, but through strategies that fundamentally target economic growth and resource consumption patterns.

As the dominant understanding of environmental problems has changed, environmental regulation has changed too, in at least four directions: first, a shift in emphasis from ‘local’ to ‘global’; secondly, a shift from end-of-pipe control to integrated pollution prevention; thirdly, an increasing tendency to rely on scientific expertise; fourthly, a shift in the characterisation of environmental protection from ‘zero-sum’ to a ‘win-win’ opportunity; and, finally, a shift in rhetoric from ‘environmental protection’ to ‘sustainable development’.

First, increasing awareness of global ecological interdependence has posed major challenges to the state-centred world where environmental management responsibilities are largely territorially organised. Environmental law has been influenced by the increasingly apparent transboundary character of ecological problems. Acid rain, ozone depletion and global warming, among other threats, cut to the core of our economic systems. The primary response, show Ellis and Wood (chapter 11), has been the rapid development of a new body of international environmental law and institutions, overlaying national legal systems. This new

44 Ibid.
emphasis on transboundary and global environmental problems and on regional or global management of such problems tends, however, to marginalise some of the environmental problems that are most pressing in developing countries, such as sanitation, clean water, soil quality and desertification, unless they can be linked to the global policy agenda (eg deforestation or toxic waste dumping).

Secondly, the conventional model of linear, reactive, end-of-pipe pollution control regulation may work reasonably well for basic local pollution abatement, but it probably cannot stop ‘pesticides from reaching the poles, carbon dioxide from building up in the atmosphere, or hormonal imbalances from damaging fish’. The new environmental problems call for integrated approaches to environmental regulation that seek to prevent environmental damage throughout the entire product life cycle, from initial conception, through raw materials extraction and industrial feedstock formulation, to ultimate end-of-life disposal. This was reflected in moves away from functional compartmentalisation toward holistic, cross-media environmental management, along with integration of environmental concerns into non-environmental agencies. It was also reflected in partial displacement of hierarchical command regulation by mechanisms designed to allow industry to integrate environmental concerns into its own cost and risk calculations (eg through economic instruments and the ‘polluter pays’ principle). Governments and other actors around the world have begun to experiment with such approaches, from the US Pollution Prevention Act of 1990 to the European Union’s Integrated Product Policy of the early 2000s.

Thirdly, because of the invisibility, complexity and uncertainty of the new environmental crises, governments are under increasing pressure to rely on scientific expertise to define the problems, prioritise them, and often conceptualise the appropriate solutions. At the same time they are under increasing pressure to open environmental regulatory processes to public scrutiny and participation, as Richardson and Razzaque discuss (chapter 6). These two contending pressures pull environmental law in different directions, exacerbating a tension that has always been inherent in environmental regulation.

Fourthly, these tendencies in environmental regulation have been accompanied by a reconceptualisation of the environmental challenge as a ‘win-win’ proposition rather than a zero-sum game. In the earlier period environmental protection was generally regarded as an unproductive cost that had to be imposed by regulation and absorbed by industry. The assumption that ‘environmental protection is costly’ was gradually displaced in public policy and business discourses by

50 Hajer, above n 43.
the proposition that ‘pollution prevention pays’. Environmental improvement was increasingly seen as an opportunity for business, opening up new markets, enhancing competitiveness and stimulating innovation.\textsuperscript{52} As Hajer argues, what was previously seen as a fundamental threat to the system of industrial capitalism is now an opportunity for its renewal.\textsuperscript{53}

This emerging consensus around the ‘win-win’ character of environmental problems was closely associated with a transformation in the central goal of environmental regulation, from environmental protection to ‘sustainable development’. The idea of sustainable development as the animating goal of environmental policy began to emerge as early as the IUCN’s 1980 World Conservation Strategy, and has dominated legal and policy discourse since the 1987 Brundtland Report\textsuperscript{54} and the 1992 Earth Summit in Rio.\textsuperscript{55} Based on conceiving economic prosperity as dependent on maintenance of environmental health, sustainable development is perhaps the most significant normative influence on environmental regulation today. It has ‘reinvigorated’ governance through the reformulation of environmental plans and new institutions and regulatory techniques.\textsuperscript{56} At a regional level, it has been enshrined in the European Union (EU) Treaty as a fundamental objective,\textsuperscript{57} and is a goal of the NAFTA Side Agreement on Environmental Cooperation.\textsuperscript{58}

This brings us to the third and final development that has put pressure on the conventional model of environmental regulation, namely the emergence of a remarkably broad consensus around the notion of corporate social responsibility (‘CSR’). The notion of CSR has been around for many years. For most of the twentieth century there was widespread disagreement whether it was possible or desirable at all.\textsuperscript{59} While this debate continues,\textsuperscript{60} it has been overshadowed since the late 1980s by a growing acknowledgement of corporations as partners in the

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{53} Hajer, above n 43.
  \item \textsuperscript{54} WCED, \textit{Our Common Future} (Oxford UP, 1987).
  \item \textsuperscript{55} By way of background, see V Koester, ‘From Stockholm to Brundtland’ (1990) 20 Environmental Policy and Law 14; P Sands, Principles of International Environmental Law (Manchester UP, 1995) 32–8.
  \item \textsuperscript{57} Art 2, Consolidated version of the Treaty establishing the European Community [1997] OJ C/340/173.
  \item \textsuperscript{58} Art 1, North American Free Trade Agreement, Side Agreement on Environmental Cooperation (1993) 32 ILM 1480.
  \item \textsuperscript{60} Eg J Bakan, \textit{The Corporation} (Penguin Canada, 2004).
\end{itemize}
quest for a sustainable future. In this view, it is not only possible but desirable and profitable for business firms to take responsibility for their social and environmental impacts, respond to the interests and demands of a wide range of internal and external stakeholders and pursue the ‘triple bottom line’ of economic, social and environmental performance. Rather than being (only) a part of the problem of environmental degradation, business is now seen by many governments, intergovernmental organisations and environmental non-governmental organisations as a part of the solution, a crucial partner whose participation, resources, knowledge and innovation are essential to achieve ecological and social sustainability. This reconceptualisation of the business–environment–society relationship works in synergy with both the realignment of the state and the redefinition of the environmental crisis discussed above, leading inter alia to more co-operative and flexible styles of environmental regulation and increased reliance on economic instruments and voluntary initiatives of the kinds discussed by Driesen (chapter 9) and Wood (chapter 8).

Despite these general trends in environmental law, one should recognise that the history of environmental law is not interchangeable across countries, and there are salient differences in styles of regulation, policy priorities and pace of reforms. Even within countries different approaches are evident, notably the special environmental governance arrangements that exist for indigenous communities, as discussed by Richardson and Craig (chapter 7). Vogel has documented differences in the national regulatory cultures of North American and European states, though in recent years a combination of environmental and trade-related pressures has contributed to a certain harmonisation of environmental regulations. But stark differences remain between the industrial, developed nations of Europe, North America, Australia and New Zealand, on the one hand, and the emerging economies of the South, on the other. In this volume, Richardson, Mgbeoji and Botchway (chapter 13) among other contributors discuss trends in environmental law affecting developing countries. Although they have often looked to the West for ideas and precedents, or adapted colonial-era laws, the nature of their regulatory law and policy often differs greatly from the experience of the North. In many parts of Asia, Africa and Latin America, environmental law

---

63 D Vogel, National Styles of Regulation: Environmental Policy in Great Britain and the United States (Cornell UP, 1986).
64 See generally OECD, Economic Globalisation and the Environment (OECD, 1997); R Revesz, ‘Federalism and Environmental Regulation: An Overview’ in RL Revesz, P Sands and RB Stewart (eds), Environmental Law, the Economy and Sustainable Development (Cambridge UP, 2000) 37 (focusing on Europe).
has ostensibly begun to reach maturity, manifested by extensive legislative initiatives, the founding of environmental management agencies, judicial activism and the environmental jurisprudence created thereon. But these achievements can be misleading. In reality, much legislation draws on Western models insufficiently tailored to local circumstances, and is poorly implemented due to insufficient institutional resources and broader problems of weak public governance.

C. Law for Sustainability

This book is about environmental law for sustainability. The relationship between environmental law and sustainability operates in at least two directions. First, environmental law may have an impact on sustainability, in terms of whether it helps to move societies toward ecologically sustainable patterns of production and consumption. Secondly, sustainability—both as an idea and as a set of practices—may have an impact on environmental law, for instance leading to a preference for some legal doctrines, institutions or instruments over others. It is easier to trace the latter kind of effects than the former, but, given the complexity of socio-legal phenomena, it is difficult to assess either with any certainty. The contributions to this book nonetheless explore both of these dimensions in fruitful and imaginative ways.

No single conception of sustainability is shared by the contributors to this book, let alone the wider environmental law community, and no attempt is made here to impose one. In recent years, as indicated above, ‘sustainable development’ has emerged as the principal expression of the idea of sustainability in contemporary environmental law. As Dovers and Connor point out (chapter 2), ‘sustainability’ and ‘sustainable development’ are not synonymous. ‘Sustainability’ is a higher-order social goal or a fundamental property of natural or human systems, whereas ‘sustainable development’ is the variable (and we would add contestable) policy manifestation of society’s attempts to address that goal and enhance that property. Beyond this, sustainability remains essentially a contested discourse rather than a set of reified policy concepts and management procedures. Many


67 Dovers and Connor, ch 2, this vol, at n 1.

see sustainable development as riddled with ambiguity and contradictions that undermine its usefulness. Some see it as a fundamentally flawed agenda for technocratic global management and continued depredation of the global majority and planetary life support systems. The most publicised definition of the concept, that of the WCED, explains it as: 'development which meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs'. Among the many rival views in the sustainability discourse a broad distinction can be made between ‘weak’ and ‘strong’ sustainability. The former aims essentially to make our political and economic systems more ‘environmentally sensitive’, but without any fundamental institutional change. Strong sustainability, by contrast, demands radical institutional and policy changes in order to maintain the total stock of natural capital including biological diversity, as well as ethical and cultural change as against mere technological and managerial solutions. Accordingly, some commentators prefer to speak of ‘sustainability’ rather than ‘sustainable development’, in order to eschew the exploitative connotation in the uncritical use of the word ‘development’.

So far, the sustainability discourse has coalesced into a set of fairly general normative principles, rather than a precise formula for environmental policy, as Wood and Ellis set out in the international context (chapter 11). The integration principle suggests that development decisions should take into account their environmental sequelae. The principle may be implemented for example through environmental impact assessment of project proposals, explains Abbot (chapter 3). The principle of equity has two major components. Intergenerational equity requires that the present generation ensure that the health and productivity of the biosphere is maintained or enhanced for the benefit of posterity. Strategic environmental planning is one legal tool for this goal. Intragenerational equity, on the other hand, addresses justice between contemporary communities and nations.
Protection of human rights and enhanced opportunities for public participation, as discussed by Richardson and Razzaque (chapter 6), provide one means to promote intragenerational equity. Legal protections for indigenous peoples’ lands and environmental resources, suggest Richardson and Craig (chapter 7), is another way by which environmental law is becoming more sensitive to cultural and social justice issues. Finally, addressing inequities between the global ‘North’ and ‘South’ is an indispensable requirement of intragenerational equity, yet one of the most intractable problems in environmental affairs, as both Richardson, Mgbeoji and Botchway (chapter 13) and Ellis and Wood (chapter 11) demonstrate.

The sustainability principle that has attracted the greatest fervour is the precautionary principle, gaining recognition in EU and international law.78 Given uncertainty about the long-term effects of human activities, the precautionary principle recommends taking preventive action before risks are conclusively established, since delay may prove to be more costly to society and nature.79 In this volume, Fisher (chapter 4) looks at how environmental law systems have evolved to manage risk and to develop precautionary approaches to environmental policy-making. The question of costs is central to the principle of internalisation of environmental costs, which addresses the environmental externalities of market transactions and the degradation of public goods that are undervalued by markets.80 The principle requires that economic decision-makers ‘internalise’ these values and costs, through eco-taxes and tradable emission permits for instance.81 Driesen (chapter 9) examines this aspect of sustainability and highlights the array of economic instruments now being deployed by governments.

During the 1990s, states began to revamp their legal systems to provide a more strategic framework for sustainability. Many adopted grand environmental plans, complemented by specialist agencies with wide-ranging powers.82 New Zealand was the first country to enshrine sustainable management as the guiding principle for its environmental decision-makers, through its foundational Resource Management Act 1991.83 In Australia, a National Strategy for Ecologically

Sustainable Development was enacted in 1992, and the sustainability principles were codified as the statutory objects of various environmental agencies. Sustainability concepts also appeared in Japan, featuring in the government’s Basic Environment Plan of 1994. In the US, an advisory President’s Council on Sustainable Development (PCSD) was established in 1993, which later published *Towards a Sustainable America*. Sustainability has featured strongly in Europe under the influence of the EC’s landmark Fifth Environmental Action Programme and EU directives. In May 2001 the European Commission issued a European Union Strategy on Sustainable Development. Yet, while governments have generally been prompt to create a new layer of institutions, real progress in transforming their economies has lagged considerably.

Dovers and Connor (chapter 2) show that sustainability presents formidable policy and legal problems for governments. The likelihood of absolute ecological limits to human activity, the existence of irreversible environmental impacts and concomitant sense of policy urgency, and the systemic problem sources located in patterns of production and consumption are some of the challenges that demand greater innovations in policy instruments and management institutions. More radical possibilities of reform have yet to be seriously advanced. These could include an emphasis on the promotion of ethical change, as argued by Bosselmann (chapter 5), to unseat the dominant anthropocentric and instrumental policies of environmental management. Alternatively, we could reform the underlying mechanisms of capital allocation that shape growth and investment. In this respect, Richardson (chapter 10) argues that the financial services sector (eg banks and mutual funds) must be reformed and harnessed as a means for promoting improved corporate environmental performance. Internationally, some such as Perez (chapter 12) stress the need for overhauling trade law and other international economic institutions that presently tend to sacrifice environmental considerations that clash with free trade and investment.

---

85 Eg the Protection of the Environment Administration Act 1991 (NSW) s 6(1)(a) provides that the objectives of the Environmental Protection Authority include: ‘to protect, restore and enhance the quality of the environment in New South Wales, having regard to the need to maintain ecologically sustainable development’.
87 President’s Council on Sustainable Development (PCSD), *Towards a Sustainable America: Advancing Prosperity, Opportunity, and a Healthy Environment for the 21st Century* (PCSD, 1999).
Without a new wave of institutional reforms along these lines, it is doubtful that the current menu of environmental law instruments and policies will steer society away from its still largely negative trajectory. Is there hope of radical change for the better soon? Not necessarily. The sustainability discourse is in danger of being—indeed many would say it already has been—co-opted and tamed by interests opposed to fundamental economic and social policy change for the sake of the health and survival of the planet. It is dangerous to assume that human society will ‘inevitably’ progress towards more effective systems of environmental law. Crucial to the achievement of sustainable development is the need for institutional frameworks that can assist people to transcend the tension between short-term, individual self-interest and broader, long-term social welfare. To Goodwin, the core task is to reorient social and economic systems ‘as if the future mattered’.91

D. Approach of The Book

Many of these aspects of environmental law and sustainability are explored in this volume. But the vast and complex nature of these topics makes it impossible to discuss them all intelligently within a single volume of essays. Thus, *Environmental Law for Sustainability* does not capture all facets of modern environmental law. For instance, it touches only briefly on property law instruments. The property rights movement, particularly influential in the US, has promoted controversial solutions like privatisation of publicly-held resources and reliance on common law tort remedies to ensure internalisation of environmental costs.92 Nor does the book have the space to consider in detail many of the innovations in environmental law, including informational policy mechanisms (eg eco-labelling and corporate environmental reporting), nature conservation legislation or integrated pollution control. Nor does the book fully capture the diversity of national experiences. Many of the contributors focus on environmental law in Western economies, primarily because arguably the most comprehensive and diverse reforms have been pioneered here. Some chapters also canvass environmental law in the context of indigenous peoples, developing countries and international-level reforms. Nonetheless, all of the contributors have canvassed the relevant literature to give readers a gateway for further exploration in detail of these and other important topics of environmental law.

Environmental Law for Sustainability takes the form of a ‘reader’—a collection of essays each providing a pithy perspective on some of the key roles of contemporary environmental law in promoting sustainability. The essays are not intended merely to survey and report on developments, but critically to appraise achievements, deficiencies and outstanding problems to be resolved. The edited collection is not, however, a reader in the traditional format. Rather than reproduce extracts from the ‘classic’ published works on the subject, this volume contains fresh writings that build on recent research undertaken by the contributors. Although anchored in contributions from Osgoode Hall faculty (Richardson, Wood and Mgbeoji), the reader provides views from a range of scholars based in Europe, North America, Australasia and Israel.

The volume is structured in four parts. Part I examines the state of ‘command’ regulation (Abbot, chapter 3)—the traditional mainstay of environmental law—and new directions in such regulation, involving risk management and precaution (Fisher, chapter 4). The institutional challenge of sustainable development, along with some of the prominent responses to this challenge, is also canvassed (Dovers and Conner, chapter 2). The social and human rights dimensions of environmental law for sustainability are considered in Part II. The chapters approach these issues from the perspectives of ‘ecological justice’ and ethical change (Bosselmann, chapter 5), public participation reforms to environmental law (Richardson and Razzaque, chapter 6), and indigenous environmental rights (Richardson and Craig, chapter 7). These chapters illustrate that sustainability is just as much about social justice and protection of cultural diversity as it is concerned with plants, animals and ecosystems.

In Part III of the reader, Wood (chapter 8), Driesen (chapter 9) and Richardson (chapter 10) review the growing reliance on economic methods and tools in environmental law. They include market incentives for improved environmental performance (eg eco-taxes and tradable emission permits), the role of the financial services sector (eg ethical investment and green lending), and the emergence of self-regulation and voluntary approaches to environmental governance.

The final Part of the volume canvasses some of the global and comparative law dimensions to the topic. These chapters highlight the current state of international law-making on the environment (Wood and Ellis, chapter 11), the interaction between international economic law and environmental policy (Perez, chapter 12) and the experiences of developing countries in building environmental law regimes (Richardson, Mgbeoji and Botchway, chapter 13).